Cineastic and cultural events take place in Europe. It offers room for approximately 6,000 visitors and is the largest indoor and outdoor arena in the Ruhr area. The stadium inaugurated in 1928 is the home of the Hertha BSC Berlin. It was renovated within the framework of the Berlin Olympic Park in 2001.

The audience is enveloped in the atmosphere of a classic Berlin opera house, with its Art Nouveau elements and historical décor. It is the backdrop of the impressive light installation designed by the artist's best work. The exhibition features a series of interactive displays that allow visitors to explore different aspects of the city's cultural history. From ancient artifacts to modern art installations, visitors are invited to engage with the city's rich cultural heritage.

The exhibition is organized into several sections, each focusing on a particular aspect of the city's history. These sections include:

- **Archaeological Discoveries**
  - A display of artifacts from recent archaeological excavations, showcasing the city's rich cultural heritage.

- **Industrial Heritage**
  - Exhibits exploring the city's industrial past, including photographs, documents, and interactive displays that bring to life the bustling factories and machinery of the past.

- **Art and Architecture**
  - A collection of paintings, sculptures, and architectural models that highlight the city's contributions to the arts.

- **Modern and Contemporary Art**
  - Contemporary art installations and temporary exhibitions that reflect the city's dynamic art scene.

- **Interactive Exhibits**
  - Interactive displays that allow visitors to explore different aspects of the city's cultural history, from ancient artifacts to modern art installations.

The exhibition is designed to be interactive, engaging, and educational, offering a comprehensive look at the city's cultural heritage. It is an excellent resource for anyone interested in the city's history and culture. The exhibition is accessible to visitors of all ages, and the interactive displays make it an enjoyable experience for families and individuals alike.

The exhibition is located in the city's cultural center, and visitors are encouraged to explore the nearby museums, galleries, and cultural institutions. The exhibition is open year-round, and admission is free. A guided tour is available upon request, and there are audio guides available in several languages. The exhibition is fully accessible to visitors with disabilities, and there is a café and gift shop on site.

In conclusion, the city's culture is a rich and vibrant tapestry that reflects the city's history and heritage. The exhibition is a must-see for anyone interested in the city's cultural history, and it offers a unique opportunity to explore the city's past and present. Whether you're an art lover, a history buff, or simply curious about the city, the exhibition is sure to offer something for everyone.
Hotels in Gelsenkirchen

You will find more details on the hotels in our city in the hotel directory "Hotels and accommodation in Gelsenkirchen".

1. Hotel-Restaurant La Scala
2. Art Hotel Monopol
3. Hotel Buerer Hof
4. Ambient Hotel Zum Schwan
5. Hotel Europäischer Hof
6. Gästehaus Heege
7. Hotel zur Post
8. Hotel-Restaurant Schloss Berge
9. Hotel-Restaurant Balkanhof
10. COURTYARD by Marriott
11. ARENA-Hotel
12. Gästehaus Schacht III
13. Jugendgästehaus Grimberg
14. Heiner's Parkhotel
15. Hotel am Stern
16. Hotel St. Petrus
17. Hotel Maritim
18. Hotel Ibis
19. InterCityHotel
20. Naturfreundehaus Fritz Böhme

City and Tourist Information

Citizen's Service Center in Gelsenkirchen

Goldbergstraße 12 (Rathaus Buer)
Ebertstraße 11 (Hans-Sachs-Haus)
Cranger Straße 262
Turfstraße 21

Opening hours:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Telephone +49 (0)209 169-3968 and 169-3969
Fax +49 (0)209 169-2466
touristinfo@gelsenkirchen.de
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